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"Something isn't right with that kid. Be careful, Sixth Guardian," the Fifth Guardian said.

He also assumed that Leon was a mediocre martial artist and thought that this was the best chance for them to get rid of Leon.

However, Leon seemed so confident and calm that the Fifth Guardian soon realized Leon might be plotting to defeat them with

the defensive tool.

Not daring to face Leon directly, the Fifth Guardian dodged Leon's attack and tried to warn the Sixth Guardian, but it was too late.

"Baam!"

The Sixth Guardian's powerful energy tore through Leon's attack and darted toward Leon's chest.

Leon tilted his body at the very last moment to take the blow with the Mirror of Sovereign on his chest, all the while launching a

Double Attack with his true energy in the Intermediate Overlord State at the Sixth Guardian.

"Wh- What's this?" The Sixth Guardian gasped in disbelief.

He had learned from the Hiltons that Leon possessed a defensive tool in the Peak Emperor or Semi-Almighty State, but it should

not be difficult for the Sixth Guardian, who was in the Semi-Almighty State, to get past its defense.

To his bewilderment, Leon did not so much as budge under his attack and the Sixth Guardian was shaken to the core.

On top of that, Leon managed to strike once again while he was still on the momentum of the first attack, which caught the Sixth

Guardian by surprise.

Thankfully, the Fifth Guardian's reminder alerted him and he was powerful enough to handle the unexpected turn of events.

At the very last moment, he did a flip in the air and narrowly escaped the Double Attack.

As soon as he dodged the attack, he backed away to maintain a distance from Leon out of fear of the defensive tool Leon

owned.

"Running away? It's too late for that!" Leon sneered and shifted position to launch the Earthly Plunder that shot a beam of energy

toward the Sixth Guardian.

"Damn it!" The Sixth Guardian paled and was losing his balance, so he was powerless to defend himself. At the very last

moment, he launched a countermove in an attempt to cancel out Leon's strike.

"Baam!"

Leon's Earthly Plunder and the Sixth Guardian clashed.

Linder normal circumstances, Leon's Earthly Plunder would have never hurt the Six Guardian, but since the Sixth Guardian was

in too much of a rush to counter and only managed to input less than one-third of his power, he had no chance of fending off the

attack.
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